COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
METHODS FLOW CHART
toward the twenty-four social demonstrations around the world

ONE
THE
SHAPING
OF
THE
PROJECT

TWO
THE STRUCTURING OF THE PROJECT

PART I THE PLANNING OF THE PROJECT

A ANALYSING THE SITUATION
PRACTICAL VISION
DISCERNING OPERATING VISION

B DETERMINING THE POTENTIALITY
ACTIONAL MODELS
LOCATING PRIMAL CONTRADICTIONS
FORMULATING FUTURIC PROPOSALS
CREATING TACTICAL SYSTEMS

PART II THE ACTUATING OF THE PROJECT

C DESIGNING THE ACTUALISATION
IMPLEMENTING CONSTRUCTS
BUILDING ACTUATING PROGRAMMES

D FRAMING THE OPERATION
EFFECTING STRUCTURES
FORCING TIME-LINED IMPLEMENTARIES
ORGANISING IMPLEMENTING FORCES
DEVELOPING FISCAL PATTERNS

THREE
THE
PHASING
OF
THE
PROJECT

OVERALL SUMMARY
LATENT EXPECTATIONS
IRRITABLE DETERRENTS
FUTURE PLANNING
TACTICAL THINKING
PROJECT ACTUATION
IMPLEMENTING COMPONENTS
FRAMING DESIGN
FINANCIAL GUIDELINES
OVERALL TIMING

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
DISCERNING PROCEDURES
HISTORICAL TRENDS
FORMULATING PROCEDURES
PROCEDURAL METHODS
PROGRAMME FUNCTION
PROGRAMME ENABLING
PUBLIC SECTOR
PROGRAMME BUDGETS
INITIATING NECESSITIES

CONSULFORM
INCLUSIVE VISION
LOCATING BLOCKS
ORGANISING PRINCIPLES
TACTICAL ARENAS
BUILDING METHODS
CFGS GESTALTING
PRIVATE SECTOR
PROJECT COSTS
FIRST PHASE

PRACTICAL OPERATION
CONTROLLING PRINCIPLES
SWIRLING GESTALT
MASTER PROPOSALS
PARA TACTICS
MASTER CHART
FORCING IMPLEMENTARIES
LOCAL ADVOCACY
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT
SECOND PHASE

BASIC PRINCIPLES
MASTER CATEGORIES
PARAMOUNT CONTRADICTIONS
BASIC PROPOSALS
BASIC TACTICS
MAJOR DYNAMICS
CREATING TIME-LINES
ACTUATING AGENTS
PUBLIC FUNDING
ANTICIPATED PICTURE

ANTICIPATED RESULTS
SUBSIDIARY INTENTS
RATIONAL CHART
SUB PROPOSALS
SUB TACTICS
PROGRAMME DESCRIPTION
ASSIGNING FORCES
AUXILIARY CORE
PRIVATE SUPPORT
REPLICATING POSSIBILITIES
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